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We consider various specializations of the untwisted quantum afﬁne algebras at
roots of unity. We deﬁne and study the q-characters of their ﬁnite-dimensional
representations. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of q-characters of ﬁnite-dimensional representations of
quantum afﬁne algebras was developed in [FM,FR]. In those works, q
was assumed to be a generic non-zero complex number (i.e., not a root of
unity). In the present paper we extend the results of [FM,FR] to the case
when q is a root of unity.
There are different versions of the quantum afﬁne algebra Uq #g when q is
specialized to a root of unity e: the non-restricted specialization *U e #g studied
by Beck and Kac [BK], the restricted specialization U rese #g studied by Chari
and Pressley [CP4] (following the general deﬁnition due to Lusztig [L]), and
the ‘‘small’’ afﬁne quantum group U fine #g; which is the image of the natural
homomorphism *U e #g ! U rese #g:
It was shown in [CP4] that all irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional representa-
tions of U rese #g (of type 1) are highest weight representations with respect
to a triangular decomposition in terms of the Drinfeld generators
(more precisely, these results were obtained in [CP4] in the case
when e is a root of unity of odd order, but we extend them here to all
roots of unity). Using these results, we deﬁne the e-character of a U rese #g-
module V via the generalized eigenvalues of a commutative subalgebra of
U rese #g on V : We establish various properties of the e-character homomorph-
ism; in particular, we show that the q-characters specialize to e-characters as
q ! e:1To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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FRENKEL AND MUKHIN140In addition, using results of [BK] we show that all irreducible ﬁnite-
dimensional representations of U fine #g (of type 1) are highest weight
representations, describe their highest weights and deﬁne the corresponding
e-characters. We show that each irreducible U fine #g-module admits a unique
structure of U rese #g-module. This allows us to obtain the e-characters of U
fin
e #g-
modules from the e-characters of U rese #g-modules.
Finally, we study the quantum Frobenius homomorphism, following
Lusztig’s deﬁnition [L]. Let l be the order of e2 and en ¼ el2 2 f1g: The
Frobenius homomorphism maps U rese #g (more precisely, its modiﬁed version)
either to U resen #g or to U
res
en #g
L; depending on whether l is divisible by the lacing
number r_ or not. Here #gL denotes the Langlands dual Lie algebra to #g (it is
twisted if #g is not simply laced) and we use the notation Rep U for the
Grothendieck ring of ﬁnite-dimensional representations of an algebra U : In
this paper we deal only with the untwisted quantum afﬁne algebras, and so
we consider the Frobenius homomorphism in detail only in the case when
ðl; r_Þ ¼ 1:
The Frobenius pull-backs of irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional U resen #g-modules
are irreducible U rese #g-modules. We describe their e-characters in terms of the
ordinary characters of irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional representations of the
simple Lie algebra g:
A decomposition theorem (previously proved by Chari and Pressley [CP4]
in the case when e has odd order) allows one to decompose any irreducible
ﬁnite-dimensional representation of U rese #g as a tensor product of a Frobenius
pull-back and a module which remains irreducible when restricted to U fine #g

 U rese #g: Thus, we obtain an isomorphism of vector spaces
Rep U rese #g ’ Rep U fine #gRep U resen #g:
Similar results can be obtained for the twisted quantum afﬁne algebras.
We will describe the q-characters and e-characters of twisted quantum afﬁne
algebras in a separate publication.
2. DEFINITIONS
2.1. Root Data
Let g be a simple Lie algebra of rank ‘: Let ð; Þ be the invariant inner
product on g; such that the square of the length of the maximal coroot a_max
equals 2: The induced inner product on the dual space to the Cartan
subalgebra h of g is also denoted by ð; Þ: Denote by I the set f1; . . . ; ‘g: Let
faigi2I ; fa_i gi2I foigi2I be the sets of simple roots, simple coroots and
fundamental weights of g; respectively. We denote by amax the maximal
(positive) root of g:
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Dynkin diagram of g: Thus, r_ ¼ 1 for simply laced g; r_ ¼ 2 for B‘;C‘;F4;
and r_ ¼ 3 for G2:
Set ri ¼ ðai ;aiÞ2 : All ri’s are equal to 1 for simply laced g; and ri’s are equal to
1 or r_ depending on whether ai is short or long, for non-simply laced g:
Let C ¼ ðCijÞi;j2I be the Cartan matrix of g; Cij ¼ 2ðai ;ajÞðai ;aiÞ :
Let #I ¼ f0; 1; . . . ; ‘g and let ðCijÞi;j2 #I be the Cartan matrix of #g: We set
r0 ¼ r_:
We also ﬁx a choice of a function o : I ! f1g such that oðiÞaoð jÞ
whenever ðai; ajÞa0:
2.2. Quantum Affine Algebras
Let q be an indeterminate, CðqÞ the ﬁeld of rational functions of q and
C½q; q1 the ring of Laurent polynomials with complex coefﬁcients. For
n 2 Z; m 2 Z50 set
½nq ¼
qn  qn
q  q1 ;
n
m
" #
q
¼
Qn
i¼nmþ1½iqQm
i¼1½iq
; ½mq! ¼
Ym
i¼1
½iq:
Let qi ¼ qri ; i 2 #I :
In this paper we deal exclusively with ﬁnite-dimensional representations
of quantum afﬁne algebras, all of which have level zero. The (multiplicative)
central element of a quantum afﬁne algebra acts as the identity on such
representations. To simplify our formulas, we will impose in the deﬁnition of
the quantum afﬁne algebra the additional relation that this central element is
equal to 1:
The quantum afﬁne algebra Uq #g (of level zero) in the Drinfeld–Jimbo
realization [Dr1, J] is an associative algebra over CðqÞ with generators xi
(i 2 #I), k1i (i 2 I), and relations:
kik
1
i ¼ k1i ki ¼ 1; kikj ¼ kjki;
kix

j k
1
i ¼ qCiji xj ;
½xþi ; xj  ¼ dij
ki  k1i
qi  q1i
;
X1Cij
r¼0
ð1Þr 1 Cij
r
" #
qi
ðxi Þrxj ðxi Þ1Cijr ¼ 0 ðiajÞ:
Here we use the notation k0 ¼
Q
i2I k
ai
i ; where amax ¼
P
i2I aiai:
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tion D and the antipode S given on the generators by the formulas:
DðkiÞ ¼ ki  ki;
Dðxþi Þ ¼ xþi  1þ ki  xþi ;
Dðxi Þ ¼ xi  k1i þ 1 xi ;
Sðxþi Þ ¼ xþi ki; Sðxi Þ ¼ k1i xi ; Sðk1i Þ ¼ k1i :
The Hopf algebra Uqg is deﬁned as the CðqÞ-subalgebra of Uq #g with
generators xi ; k
1
i ; where i 2 I :
Let s be an automorphism of the afﬁne Dynkin diagram, i.e., s : #I ! #I ;
such that ðai; ajÞ ¼ ðsai; sajÞ: Then we also denote by s an Uq #g
automorphism deﬁned by the formulas
sðxi Þ ¼ xsðiÞ; sðkiÞ ¼ ksðiÞ ði 2 #IÞ: ð2:1Þ
Let Ti; i 2 #I ; be the CðqÞ-algebra automorphisms of Uq #g; deﬁned by the
formulas
TiðkjÞ ¼ kaiji kj ;
Tiððxþi ÞðnÞÞ ¼ ð1Þnqnðn1Þi ðxi ÞðnÞkni ; Tiððxi ÞðnÞÞ ¼ ð1Þnqnðn1Þi kni ðxþi ÞðnÞ;
Tiððxþj ÞðnÞÞ ¼
Xnaij
r¼0
ð1Þrqri ðxþi ÞðnaijrÞðxþj ÞðnÞðxþi ÞðrÞ ðiajÞ;
Tiððxj ÞðnÞÞ ¼
Xnaij
r¼0
ð1Þrqri ðxi ÞðrÞðxj ÞðnÞðxi ÞðnaijrÞ ðiajÞ:
Here we use the following notation for divided powers:
ðxi ÞðrÞ ¼
ðxi Þr
½rqi !
:
If i 2 I then Ti induces an CðqÞ-automorphism of subalgebra Uqg of Uq #g;
also denoted by Ti: The automorphisms Ti are the operators T
00
i;1
introduced in [L, Sect. 41.1.2.].
Next, we describe the Drinfeld ‘‘new’’ realization of Uq #g:
THE q-CHARACTERS AT ROOTS OF UNITY 143Theorem 2.1 (Drinfeld [Dr2], Khoroshkin and Tolstoy [KT], Levendor-
sky et al. [LSS], Beck [B]). The algebra Uq #g is isomorphic over CðqÞ to the
algebra with generators xi;n (i 2 I ; n 2 Z), k1i ði 2 IÞ; hi;n ði 2 I ; n 2 Z=0Þ;
with the following relations:
kikj ¼ kjki; kihj;n ¼ hj;nki;
kix

j;nk
1
i ¼ qCiji xj;n;
½hi;n; xj;m ¼ 
1
n
½nCij qi xj;nþm;
xi;nþ1x

j;m  qCiji xj;mxi;nþ1 ¼ qCiji xi;nxj;mþ1  xj;mþ1xi;n;
½hi;n; hj;m ¼ 0;
½xþi;n; xj;m ¼ dij
fþi;nþm  fi;nþm
qi  q1i
;
X
p2Ss
Xs
k¼0
ð1Þk
s
k
" #
qi
xi;npð1Þ . . . x

i;npðkÞx

j;mx

i;npðkþ1Þ . . . x

i;npðsÞ ¼ 0; s ¼ 1 Cij ;
for all sequences of integers n1; . . . ; ns; and iaj; where Ss is the symmetric
group on s letters, and fi;n’s are determined by the formula
ji ðuÞ :¼
X1
n¼0
fi;nu
n ¼ k1i exp ðqi  q1i Þ
X1
m¼1
hi;mum
 !
: ð2:2Þ
Let Uq #g
 be the subalgebras of Uq #g generated by xi;n (i 2 I ; n 2 Z). Let
Uq #g
0 be the subalgebra of Uq #g generated by k1i ; h

i;n (i 2 I ; n 2 Z=0).
In fact, according to [B] (see also [BCP, CP4]), the isomorphism described
in Theorem 2.1 has the form
xi;r ¼ oðiÞrTr$oi ðxi Þ;
where T $oi is an automorphism of Uq #g given by a certain composition
of braid group automorphisms Ti and a diagram automorphism s of
type (2.1). We remark that in [B, CP4] a different normalization for the
braid group action is used. In this paper we follow the conventions of
[BCP, L].
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on the generators by the following formulas:
taðxi;nÞ ¼ anxi;n; taðfi;nÞ ¼ anfi;n; ð2:3Þ
for all i 2 I ; n 2 Z: Given a Uq #g-module V and a 2 C; we denote by VðaÞ
the pull-back of V under ta:
2.3. Restricted Integral Form
Let U resq #g be the C½q; q1-subalgebra of Uq #g generated by k1i and ðxi ÞðnÞ;
i 2 #I ; n 2 Z>0: Then U resq #g is a C½q; q1 Hopf subalgebra of Uq #g preserved
by automorphisms Ti; i 2 #I :
Similarly, let U resq g be the C½q; q1-subalgebra of Uqg generated by k1i
and ðxi ÞðnÞ; i 2 I ; n 2 Z>0: Then U resq g is a C½q; q1 Hopf subalgebra of Uqg
preserved by automorphisms Ti; i 2 I :
For i 2 I ; r 2 Z>0; deﬁne
ki
r
" #
¼
Yr
s¼1
kiq
1s
i  k1i qs1i
qsi  qsi
:
Note that ki
r
	 

is denoted by ki ;0
r
	 

in [CP4].
For i 2 I ; n 2 Z; deﬁne the elements Pi;n 2 Uq #g by
Pi ðuÞ ¼
X1
n¼0
Pi;nun ¼ exp 
X1
m¼1
hi;m
½mqi
um
 !
:
Note that
Fi ðuÞ ¼ k1i
Pi ðuq1i Þ
Pi ðuqiÞ
:
Denote by U resq #g
 the C½q; q1-subalgebra of Uq #g generated by ðxi;rÞðnÞ;
i 2 I ; r 2 Z; n 2 Z>0: Denote U resq #g0 the C½q; q1-subalgebra of Uq #g
generated by ki;
ki
r
	 

; i 2 #I and Pi;n; i 2 I ; n 2 Z; r 2 Z>0:
Theorem 2.2 (Chari and Pressley [CP4, Proposition 6.1]). We have
U resq #g
 
 U resq #g; U resq #g0 
 U resq #g: The algebra U resq #g is generated by the sub-
algebras U resq #g
þ; U resq #g
 and k1i ; i 2 I : Moreover, the multiplication
gives an isomorphism of vector spaces
U resq #g ’ U resq #g  U resq #g0  U resq #gþ: ð2:4Þ
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k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s  1: For i 2 #I ; let ei ¼ eri and let
l ¼
s; s is odd;
s=2; s is even;
8<: li ¼ l; l is not divisible by ri;s=ri; l is divisible by ri:
8<:
In other words, l is the order of e2; and li is the order of e2i : Thus, l is the
minimal natural number with the property ½le ¼ 0 and li is the minimal
natural number with the property ½liei ¼ 0:
Deﬁne the structure of a module over the ring C½q; q1 on C by the
formula
pðq; q1Þ/pðe; e1Þ; pðq; q1Þ 2 C½q; q1:
Denote this module by Ce: Set
U rese #g ¼U resq #gC½q;q1 Ce;
U rese g ¼U resq gC½q;q1 Ce:
Also set
U rese #g
 ¼U resq #g C½q;q1 Ce 
 U rese #g;
U rese #g
0 ¼U resq #g0 C½q;q1 Ce 
 U rese #g:
The algebra U rese #g is called the restricted specialization of Uq #g at q ¼ e:
2.4. Non-Restricted Integral Form and Small Affine Quantum Group
Let *Uq #g be the C½q; q1-subalgebra of Uq #g generated by k1i and xi ;
i 2 #I : This is a C½q; q1 Hopf subalgebra of Uq #g preserved by automorph-
isms Ti; i 2 #I : Using Theorem 2.1 we obtain that *Uq #g may also be described
as the C½q; q1-subalgebra of Uq #g generated by k1i ; xi;n (i 2 I ; n 2 Z), hi;n
(i 2 I ; n 2 Z=0). Note that *Uq #g is a C½q; q1-subalgebra of U resq #g:
Deﬁne the non-restricted specialization of Uq #g at q ¼ e by
*U e #g :¼ *Uq #gC½q;q1 Ce:
We have a natural homomorphism *U e #g ! U rese #g: Denote by U fine #g the image
of this homomorphism. We call U fine #g the small affine quantum group of #g at
q ¼ e: This is the subalgebra of U rese #g generated by k1i and xi ; i 2 #I :
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larger subalgebra of U rese #g; which includes Pi;n; i 2 I ; n 2 Z in addition to
the above generators.
Note that if l ¼ 1; we have: *U e #g ¼ U fine #g ¼ U rese #g: Hence from now on,
when dealing with *U e #g or U fine #g; we will always assume that l > 1:
Lemma 2.3. For l > 1; the following relations hold in U fine #g: ðxi Þli ¼ 0
ði 2 #IÞ; ðxi;nÞli ¼ 0; and hi;mli ¼ 0 ði 2 I ; n 2 Z; m 2 Z=0Þ:
Proof. This follows from the fact that the elements ðxi ÞðliÞ; ðxi;nÞðliÞ; and
hi;mli=½mliqi belong to U rese #g: ]
In particular, U fine #g is generated by k
1
i ; x

i;n (i 2 I ; n 2 Z), hi;n (i 2 I ;
n 2 Z=Zli).
2.5. Finite-Dimensional Representations of U rese #g
A ﬁnite-dimensional representation of Uqg is said to be of type 1 if ki;
i 2 I ; act by semi-simple operators with eigenvalues in qZi : A ﬁnite-
dimensional representation V of U rese g is said to be of type 1 if V has a basis
of eigenvectors of the elements ki;
ki
li
h i
; i 2 I ; and for each vector v from this
basis there exist integers li; such that
kiv ¼ elii v;
ki
li
" #
v ¼
li
li
" #
ei
v
(see [CP2, Sect. 11.2]). Such a vector v is called a weight vector of weightP
i2I lioi:
A ﬁnite-dimensional Uq #g-module (resp., U rese #g-module) V is said to be of
type 1 if the restriction of V to Uqg (resp., U rese g) is of type 1: In what
follows, we consider only modules of type 1:
It follows from the formulas deﬁning the coproduct in Uq #g that the tensor
product of two type 1 representations is of type 1. Hence the Grothendieck
rings of type 1 ﬁnite dimensional representations of Uq #g and U rese #g carry ring
structures. We denote these rings by Rep Uq #g and Rep U rese #g; respectively.
A vector v in a Uq #g-module (resp., U rese #g-module) V is called a highest
weight vector if Uq #g
þv ¼ 0 and Uq #g0  v ¼ CðqÞ  v (resp., U rese #gþv ¼ 0 and
U rese #g
0  v ¼ C  v). If in addition V ¼ Uq #g  v (resp., V ¼ U rese #g  v), then V is
called a highest weight representation.
Theorem 2.4. Every irreducible finite dimensional representation of U rese #g
is a highest weight representation. An irreducible highest weight representation
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I-tuple of polynomials with constant term 1;
P ¼ ðPiðuÞÞi2I ; PiðuÞ ¼
Yji
j¼1
ð1 aijuÞ; aij 2 C;
such that
kiv ¼ edeg Pii v;
ki
li
" #
v ¼ deg Pi
li
" #
ei
v;
Pþi ðuÞv ¼PiðuÞv; Pi ðuÞv ¼ *PiðuÞv;
where *PiðuÞ ¼
Qji
j¼1 ð1 ðaijuÞ1Þ:
Proof. In [CP4], Proposition 8.1 and Theorem 8.2, the theorem is proved
when s is odd and ðs; r_Þ ¼ 1; using the triangular decomposition (2.4) for
U resq #g: The same proof applies in general as decomposition (2.4) does not
depend on the choice of e: ]
The I-tuple of polynomials P is called the highest weight of V : We write
V ¼ VðPÞ for the irreducible representation V with highest weight P: We
refer to the polynomials PiðuÞ as Drinfeld polynomials.
There is an analogous description of irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional Uq #g-
modules given as highest weight representations given in [CP2, CP3].
Namely, irreducible Uq #g-modules are also classiﬁed by highest weights P;
which are I-tuples of polynomials in CðqÞ½u with constant coefﬁcient 1: We
denote the irreducible Uq #g-module with highest weight P by VðPÞq:
Let L ¼ spanZfo1; . . . ;o‘g be the weight lattice of g: Recall that L carries
a partial order. Namely, for l; l0 2 L; we say that l5l0 if l ¼ l0 þP
i2I niai; where ni 2 Z50: This induces a partial order on the set of I-tuples
of polynomials: we say that P5Q if
P
i2I oi deg Pi5
P
i2I oi deg Qi:
The next proposition shows that all irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional
representations of U rese #g can be obtained as subquotients of specializations
of Uq #g-modules, and moreover, the corresponding decomposition matrix is
triangular with respect to the above partial order.
Proposition 2.5. Let VðPÞq be an irreducible highest weight Uq #g-module
of dimension d with highest vector v and highest weight P; such that PiðuÞ 2
C½q; q1; u (i 2 I). Then VðPÞresq :¼ U resq #g  v is a free C½q; q1-module of rank
d, and
VðPÞrese :¼ VðPÞresq C½q;q1 Ce
FRENKEL AND MUKHIN148is a U rese #g-module of dimension d. Moreover, the map
e : Rep Uq #g !Rep U rese #g;
½VðPÞq/ ½VðPÞrese 
is a surjective ring homomorphism, and
½VðPÞrese  ¼ ½VðPeÞ þ
X
QoPe
mQ;Pe ½VðQÞ; mQ;Pe 2 Z50; ð2:5Þ
where Pe is obtained from P by substituting q ¼ e:
Proof. The module VðPÞresq is a free C½q; q1-module of rank d by
Lemma 4.6(i) in [CP5].
Since U resq #g is a Hopf subalgebra of Uq #g; the map e is a homomorphism of
rings. Since the degrees of the polynomials PiðuÞ determine the highest
weight of VðPÞq; considered as a U resq g-module, we obtain that any U rese #g-
subquotient occurring in ½VðPÞrese  has highest weight less than or equal to P
with respect to our partial order. This proves the surjectivity of e and
formula (2.5). ]
Given an irreducible Uq #g-module V ; we call the U rese #g-module V
res
e the
specialization of the module V :
2.6. Finite-Dimensional Representations of U fine #g
A ﬁnite-dimensional representation V of U fine #g is said to be of type 1 if
ki; i 2 I ; act on V semi-simply with eigenvalues in eZi :
A vector v in a U fine #g-module V is called a highest weight vector if x
þ
i;nv ¼ 0
for all i 2 I ; n 2 Z; and
Fi ðuÞv ¼ Ci ðuÞv; Ci ðuÞ 2 C½½u1 ði 2 IÞ: ð2:6Þ
If in addition V ¼ U fine #g  v; then V is called a highest weight representa-
tion with highest weight ðCi ðuÞÞi2I : Introduce the notation *C
þ
i ðuÞ ¼
Cþi ðuÞ=Cþi ð0Þ; *C

i ðuÞ ¼ Ci ðuÞ=Ci ð1Þ (these are the eigenvalues of
k1i F

i ðuÞ on v). By Lemma 2.3, the elements hi;mli act on V by 0: Therefore
Ci ðuÞ necessarily satisﬁes the propertyYli1
j¼0
*C

i ðue2ji Þ ¼ 1 ði 2 IÞ; ð2:7Þ
cf. [BK, Sect. 6.5]. Note that the commuting elements hi;n; namli; are
algebraically independent in U rese #g; and hence in U
fin
e #g: Therefore for any
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irreducible highest weight representation with highest weight ðCi ðuÞÞi2I :
We will say that a polynomial PðuÞ 2 C½u is l-acyclic if it is not divisible
by ð1 aulÞ (equivalently, the set of roots of PðuÞ does not contain a subset
of the form fa; ae2; . . . ; ae2l2g; a 2 C; where e2 is a primitive root of unity
of order l).
The following statement essentially follows from the results of Beck and
Kac [BK].
Theorem 2.6. Every irreducible finite-dimensional type 1 representation
of U fine #g is a highest weight representation. An irreducible highest weight
representation V of type 1 with highest weight ðCi ðuÞÞi2I is finite-dimensional
if and only if there exists an I-tuple of polynomials with constant term 1;
P ¼ ðPiðuÞÞi2I ; where PiðuÞ is li-acyclic, such that
Ci ðuÞ ¼ giedeg Pii
Piðue1i Þ
PiðueiÞ ; i 2 I ; ð2:8Þ
where gi ¼ 1; if ei has odd order, gi ¼ 1; if ei has even order (by the rational
function appearing in the right-hand side we understand its expansion in u1).
Proof. Theorem 6.3 of [BK] describes the so-called diagonal ﬁnite-
dimensional representations of the non-restricted specialization *U e #g
(although l is assumed in [BK] to be odd, the proof of Theorem 6.3 does
not depend on this restriction). It states in particular that these
representations are highest weight representations. Since we have a
surjective homomorphism *U e #g ! U fine #g; any irreducible U fine #g-module gives
rise to an irreducible *U e #g-module. By Lemma 2.3, an irreducible *U e #g-
module obtained by pull-back from an irreducible U fine #g-module is diagonal.
Therefore, we obtain that every irreducible ﬁnite dimensional U fine #g-module
is a highest weight module.
Furthermore, according to Theorem 6.3 of [BK], the irreducible highest
weight representation of *U e #g with highest weight ðCi ðuÞÞi2I is ﬁnite
dimensional if and only if Ci ðuÞ is a rational function
fiðuÞ ¼ P
ð1Þ
i ðuÞ
P
ð2Þ
i ðuÞ
; i 2 I ;
where P
ð1Þ
i ðuÞ;Pð2Þi ðuÞ are two polynomials in u of equal degrees with non-
zero constant coefﬁcients; fiðuÞ is regular at 0 and at1; and fið0Þ ¼ fið1Þ1:
In addition, the highest weight of an irreducible *U e #g-module obtained by
pull-back from an irreducible U fine #g-module of type 1 satisﬁes formula (2.7)
and the condition Cþi ð0Þ 2 eZi : But then for each i 2 I there exists a unique
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proof. ]
Proposition 2.7. Let P ¼ ðPiðuÞÞi2I be an I-tuple of polynomials with
constant term 1; such that PiðuÞ is li-acyclic for each i 2 I : Then the
irreducible U rese #g-module VðPÞ remains irreducible when restricted to U fine #g:
Proof. This statement is proved in Theorem 9.2 of [CP4] in the case
when the order of e is odd (although the algebra U fine #g in [CP4] includes the
elements Pi;n; the same proof works for the algebra without the elements
Pi;n; as in our deﬁnition of U
fin
e #g). For general root of unity e; one repeats
the proof of [CP4] replacing l by li; where appropriate. ]
Remark 2.8. Let Iev ¼ fi 2 I j ei has even orderg: The algebra U fine #g has
2#Iev non-isomorphic one-dimensional type 1 representations, on which the ei’s
and fi’s act by zero, ki 2 I =Iev act identically, and ki 2 Iev act by multiplication
by 1 (indeed, if ei is a root of unity of an even order 2li; then elii ¼ 1). By
Theorem 2.6, any irreducible U fine #g-module of type 1 is isomorphic to the
tensor product of an irreducible module with the highest weight of the form
(2.8), where gi ¼ 1 for all i 2 I ; and a one-dimensional module. Note that in
contrast to U fine #g; the algebra U
res
e #g has only one-dimensional type 1
representation for any e (namely, the trivial representation).
Proposition 2.7 implies that any irreducible U fine #g-module may be extended
to a U rese #g-module, although this U
res
e #g-module may not be of type 1.
Furthermore, an irreducible U fine #g-module can be extended to a U
res
e #g-module
in a unique way. This follows from the Decomposition Theorem 5.4 (which is
proved in this paper under the assumption that ðl; r_Þ ¼ 1Þ:
3. THE e-CHARACTERS
3.1. Definition
Let V be a ﬁnite-dimensional representation of U rese #g: We have a
commutative subalgebra generated by the elements ki; P

i;n (i 2 I ; n 2 Z)
acting on V : Let v1; . . . ; vd be a basis of common generalized eigenvectors of
these elements. In what follows we look at the corresponding generalized
eigenvalues.
Lemma 3.1. The common eigenvalues of Pþi ðuÞ are rational functions of
the form
Gþi;nðuÞ ¼
Qjin
j¼1ð1 ainjuÞQmin
m¼1ð1 binmuÞ
;
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numbers. Moreover, the generalized eigenvalues of Pi ðuÞ are
Gi;nðuÞ ¼
Qjin
j¼1ð1 ðainjuÞ1ÞQmin
m¼1ð1 ðbinmuÞ1Þ
;
and we have
kivn ¼ qjinmin vn;
ki
li
" #
vn ¼
jin  min
li
" #
ei
vn:
Proof. In the case of Uq #g the analogous statement follows from
Proposition 1 in [FR]. Lemma 3.1 then follows from Proposition 2.5. ]
The q-character of a Uq #g-module V deﬁned in [FR] (see also [FM])
encodes the generalized eigenvalues of Pþi ðuÞ on V : It is denoted by wqðVÞ
and it takes values in the polynomial ring Z½Y1i;a a2C

i2I :
Similarly, we deﬁne the e-character of a ﬁnite-dimensional U rese #g-module
V ; denoted by weðVÞ; to be the element of the ring Z½Y1i;a a2C

i2I equal to
weðVÞ ¼
Xd
n¼1
Y
i2I
Yjin
j¼1
Yi;ainj
Ymin
m¼1
Y1i;binm
 !
:
Theorem 3.2. The map
we : Rep U
res
e #g !Z½Y1i;a a2C

i2I ;
V/ weðVÞ
is an injective homomorphism of rings. Moreover, for any irreducible finite-
dimensional Uq #g-module V ; weðV rese Þ is obtained from wqðVÞ by setting q equal
to e:
Proof. The ﬁrst part follows from Theorem 3 in [FR] and Proposition
2.5. The second part follows from Proposition 2.5. ]
In particular, we obtain that the ring Rep U rese #g is commutative.
A monomial m 2 Z½Y1i;a a2C

i2I is called dominant if it does not contain
factors Yi;a in negative powers. The monomial in weðVÞ corresponding to the
highest weight vector is always dominant. We call it the highest weight
monomial. The ith fundamental representation VoiðaÞ is by deﬁnition the
irreducible U rese #g-module whose highest weight monomial is Yi;a:
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Rep U rese #g !Z½ti;aa2C

i2I ;
VoiðaÞ/ ti;a
is an isomorphism of rings (cf. the analogous statement in the case of
Rep Uq #g in [FR, Corollary 2]).
3.2. Properties of the e-Characters
Using the deﬁnition, Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 3.2, we obtain that the
e-characters satisfy combinatorial properties similar to q-characters. In this
section we list these properties.
We have the ordinary character homomorphism w : Rep U rese g !
Z½y1i i2I : if V ¼ mVm is the weight decomposition of V ; then wðVÞ ¼P
m dim Vm  ym; where for m ¼
P
i2I mioi we set y
m ¼Qi2I ymii :
Deﬁne the ring homomorphism b :Z½Y1i;a a2C

i2I ! Z½y1i a2C

i2I by the rule
bðY1i;a Þ ¼ y1i : We will say that a monomial m 2 Z½Y1i;a a2C

i2I has weight m if
bðmÞ ¼ ym:
Lemma 3.3. The following diagram is commutative:
Given a subset J of I ; denote by U rese #gJ the subalgebra of U
res
e #g generated
by ki;
ki
li
h i
; Pi;r; ðxi;rÞðnÞ; i 2 J; r 2 Z; n 2 Z50: Let bJ : Z½Y1i;a a2C

i2I !
Z½Y1i;a a2C

i2J be a ring homomorphism deﬁned by the rule bJðY1i;a Þ ¼ Y1i;a if
i 2 J and bJðY1i;a Þ ¼ 1 if i =2 J: Then we have:
Lemma 3.4. The following diagram is commutative.
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
j2I by the formula
Ai;a ¼ Yi;ae1
i
Q
j:jai;Cjia0
Ai;j;a
 !
Yi;aei ;
Ai;j;a ¼
Y1j;a if Cji ¼ 1;
Y1
j;ae1Y
1
j;ae if Cji ¼ 2;
Y1
j;ae2Y
1
j;a Y
1
j;ae2 if Cji ¼ 3:
8>><>>>:
ð3:1Þ
Thus bðAi;aÞ corresponds to the simple root ai:
Using Theorem 4.1 in [FM] and Proposition 2.5, we obtain:
Proposition 3.5. Let V be an irreducible U rese #g module. The e-character
of V has the form
weðVÞ ¼ mþ 1þ
X
p
apMp
 !
;
where mþ is the highest weight monomial and for each p; Mp is a product of
A1i;c ; i 2 I ; c 2 C; ap is a non-negative integer.
Deﬁne the rings Ki; i 2 I by the formula
Ki ¼ Z½Y1j;a a2C

j2I ;jai  Z½Yi;b þ Yi;bA1i;bei b2C :
Set
K ¼
\
i2I
Ki 
 Z½Y1j;a a2C

j2I :
Corollary 5.7 in [FM] and Proposition 2.5 imply:
Proposition 3.6. The image of the e-character homomorphism equals K:
Therefore
we : Rep U
res
e #g !K
is a ring isomorphism.
3.3. The e-Characters of the Small Quantum Group U fine #g
The e-characters of ﬁnite-dimensional U fine #g-modules are deﬁned similarly
to the e-characters of U rese #g-modules. Namely, we consider the generalized
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module V : By Proposition 2.7 and Remark 2.8, any irreducible U fine #g-
modules may be represented as the tensor product of the restriction of a type
one U rese #g-module and a one-dimensional sign representation. Therefore, we
ﬁnd from Lemma 3.1 that the generalized eigenvalues Ci ðuÞ have the form
(2.8), where PiðuÞ ¼
Qji
j¼1 ð1 aijuÞ is an li-acyclic polynomial for each i 2
I ; and for each i 2 I the sign gi in (2.8) is the same for all generalized
eigenvectors. We attach to a set of common generalized eigenvalues of this
form, the monomial
Q
i2I
Qji
j¼1 Yi;aij :
Let Rep U fine #g be the quotient of the Grothendieck ring of U
fin
e #g by the
ideal generated by the elements of the form ½V   1; where ½V  is any non-
trivial one-dimensional U fine #g-module. Introduce the notation
Yi;a :¼
Yli1
j¼0
Y
i;ae2j
i
:
Then we obtain an injective ring homomorphism
wfine : Rep U
fin
e #g ! C½Yi;aa2C

i2I =ðYi;b  1Þb2C

i2I :
Let p be the ring homomorphism
p :C½Y1i;a a2C

i2I !C½Yi;aa2C

i2I =ðYi;b  1Þb2C

i2I :
Yi;a/Yi;a:
Then we have the following
Lemma 3.7. Let V be a finite dimensional U rese #g module with e-character
weðVÞ: Then the following diagram is commutative. wfine ðV jU fine #gÞ ¼ pðweðVÞÞ:
Since all irreducible U fine #g-modules may be obtained by restriction from
irreducible U rese #g-modules, we see that the study of e-characters of U
fin
e #g-
modules is reduced to the study of e-characters of U rese #g-modules.
4. THE FROBENIUS HOMOMORPHISM
In this section we introduce the Frobenius homomorphism following
Lusztig [L, Sect. 35]. Because in the case of roots of unity of even order this
homomorphism is not discussed in detail in the literature (except for [L]), we
ﬁrst give a brief overview.
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an odd number, relatively prime to r_; then we expect that there exists a
Frobenius homomorphism U rese #g ! U #g; although we have not been able to
locate such a homomorphism in the literature (such a homomorphism has
been constructed by Lusztig in [L1] in the case of Uqg with the above
restrictions on s). If s is even, but not divisible by 4 and by r_ (so that l is odd
and not divisible by r_), then presumably there exists a homomorphism
U rese #g ! U res1 #g: If s is even and the above additional conditions are not
satisﬁed, the construction becomes more complicated.
The important aspect of Lusztig’s deﬁnition of the Frobenius homo-
morphism is that it uses the modiﬁed quantized enveloping algebra ’U
res
e #g (it
is denoted by ’U in [L]) instead of U rese #g: This appears to be necessary in
order to give a uniform deﬁnition of the Frobenius homomorphism for
roots of unity of odd and even orders (subject to some mild restrictions
mentioned below). In this section we apply Lusztig’s deﬁnition of the
Frobenius homomorphism using the modiﬁed quantized enveloping algebra
’U
res
e #g: However, for the purposes of our paper the difference between U
res
e #g
and ’U
res
e #g is inessential, because the category of ﬁnite-dimensional U
res
e #g-
modules of type 1 is equivalent to the category of unital ’U
res
e #g-modules.
4.1. The Modified Quantized Enveloping Algebra
Recall that we denote by L the weight lattice of g: For l 2 L;
Ul ¼ Uq #g
X
i2I
Uq #gðki  qðai ;lÞÞ
,
:
Here we set ða0; lÞ ¼ ðamax; lÞ: Let 1l 2 Ul be the image of 1 2 Uq #g in Ul:
The space Ul is a left Uq #g-module. For g 2 Uq #g; we denote by g1l the image
of g in Ul:
Set
’Uq #g ¼
M
l2L
Ul:
This is a CðqÞ-algebra with multiplication given by
1l1m ¼ dl;m1l;
xi 1l ¼ 1lai xi :
Now we compare the algebra ’Uq #g with the modiﬁed quantized enveloping
algebra ’U deﬁned in [L]. The latter is assigned to a root datum, which
consists of two lattices X ;Y ; a set I ; a pairing h; i : Y  X ! Z; a bilinear
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conditions listed in [L, Sects. 1.1.1, 2.2.1].
We take as I the set #I of vertices of the Dynkin diagram of #g; as
X the weight lattice L of g (spanned by oi; i 2 I), and as Y the coroot
lattice Q_ of g (spanned by a_i ; i 2 I). The pairing between X and Y is
deﬁned by the formula ha_i ;oji ¼ dij for all i; j 2 I : The bilinear form on
Z½ #I  is deﬁned by the formula i  j ¼ ðai; ajÞ for i; ja0; 0  j ¼ ðamax; ajÞ
for ja0 and 0  0 ¼ ðamax; amaxÞ: The embedding #I+X is deﬁned by
the formula i ! ai; ia0; 0! amax: The embedding #I+Y is deﬁned
by the formula i ! a_i ; ia0; 0! a_max: Attached to these data are
associative algebras over CðqÞ; U and ’U; deﬁned in [L] (see Sects. 3.1.1,
23.1.1, and Corollary 33.1.5). Straightforward and explicit comparison
gives:
Lemma 4.1. The algebra U is isomorphic to the algebra Uq #g extended by
the elements k
1=ri
i ; i 2 #I : The algebra ’U is isomorphic to the algebra ’Uq #g:
A representation of ’Uq #g is called unital if
P
l2L 1l acts on it as the
identity (note that the inﬁnite sum
P
l 1l is a well-deﬁned operator on any
’Uq #g-module). We will consider only ﬁnite-dimensional unital ’Uq #g-modules.
These are the ﬁnite-dimensional ’Uq #g-modules, which do not contain
subspaces of positive dimension on which ’Uq #g acts by 0:
Let V be a ﬁnite-dimensional unital representation of ’Uq #g: Then
using the projectors 1l; we obtain a decomposition V ¼ l2LVl: We
deﬁne a Uq #g-module structure on V by the rule g  v ¼ g1l  v for g 2 Uq #g;
v 2 Vl:
Conversely, if V is a type 1 ﬁnite-dimensional Uq #g-module, then we have
the weight decomposition V ¼ lVl: Deﬁne the action of ’Uq #g in V by
letting 1l act as the identity on Vl and by zero on Vm; mal:
Hence we obtain the following result (cf. [L, Sect. 23.1.4]):
Lemma 4.2. The category of finite-dimensional Uq #g-modules of type 1 is
equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional unital ’Uq #g-modules.
Note that strictly speaking ’Uq #g is not a Hopf algebra. However, we deﬁne
tensor product of ’Uq #g-modules using Lemma 4.2, see also [L, Sect. 23.1.5].
The automorphisms Ti on Uq #g induce automorphisms of ’Uq #g; which we
also denote by Ti:
4.2. Specialization to the Root of Unity
Next we deﬁne ’U
res
q #g as the C½q; q1-subalgebra of ’Uq #g; generated by the
elements ðxi ÞðnÞ1l; i 2 #I ; n50; l 2 L: Note that we have the following
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res
q #g:
ðxi ÞðnÞ1l ¼ 1lnaiðxi ÞðnÞ:
Then we set ’U
res
e #g ¼ ’U
res
q #gC½q;q1 Ce:
Lemma 4.3. The algebras ’U
res
q #g and ’U
res
e #g are generated by ðxi;rÞðnÞ1l;
i 2 I ; r 2 Z; n50; l 2 L:
If J 
 I ; then the maps
’U
res
q #gJ ! ’U
res
q #g; ’U
res
e #gJ ! ’U
res
e #g;
ðxi;rÞðnÞ1l/ðxi;rÞðnÞ1l; i 2 J; r 2 Z; n 2 Z>0
extend to injective algebra homomorphisms. Here we extended a weight l of #gJ
to a weight of #g by the rule ha_i ; li ¼ 0 if i 2 I =J:
Proof. This lemma follows from Theorem 2.2 and the commutation
relations in Uq #g: ]
4.3. Definition of the Frobenius Homomorphism
Recall that es ¼ 1; l ¼ s if s is odd and l ¼ s=2 if s is even.
From now on, we impose the following restrictions on s: First we assume
that s > 2 (if s ¼ 1; 2 then the Frobenius homomorphism is just the identity
map). Next, in this section we exclude from consideration the case #g ¼ bsl2nþ1
because of condition 35.1.2(b) in [L]. We will deal with it in Section 4.4.
Finally, due to condition 35.1.2(a) in [L] we assume that la2; 4 in the case
r_ ¼ 2; and la2; 3; 6 in the case r_ ¼ 3:
In what follows, a weight l 2 L is called l-admissible if ha_i ; li is divisible
by li for all l: In other words, l is l-admissible if l ¼
P
i2I aioi; where each
ai is divisible by li: Denote the lattice of all l-admissible weights by Ll ; and
for each l ¼Pi2I aioi 2 Ll ; denote by l=l the weight Pi2I ðai=liÞoi:
In [L, Sect. 35.1.6] an algebra ’U
n
over C½q; q1 is introduced. It is deﬁned
in the same way as ’U with respect to the Cartan datum dual to the Cartan
datum used in the deﬁnition of ’U (see [L, Sect. 2.2.5]). Let R be a C½q; q1-
module, on which the operator of multiplication by q has order s: Set R ’U ¼
’UC½q;q1 R; R ’U ¼ ’Un C½q;q1 R: Then by Theorem 35.1.9 in [L], there
exists an algebra homomorphism R ’U!R ’Un:
In the case at hand this result translates as follows. If l is relatively prime
to r_; deﬁne * ’U e #g to be ’U
res
en #g; where e
n ¼ el2 : If l is divisible by r_; deﬁne
* ’U e #g to be ’U
res
en #g
L; where en ¼ el2=r_ : Here #gL is the twisted afﬁne Kac–
Moody algebra, whose Cartan matrix is the transpose of the Cartan matrix
of #g: The algebra ’U
res
en #g
L is deﬁned in the same way as ’U
res
e #g above (using the
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with the labeling of the generators of ’U
res
e #g).
Then there exists an algebra homomorphism
Fr : ’U
res
e #g ! * ’U e #g;
ðxi ÞðmÞ1l/ ð %xi Þðm=liÞ %1l=l; m=li 2 Z; l 2 Ll ;
ðxi ÞðmÞ1l/ 0 otherwise:
Here and below we put a bar over the elements of the target algebra to avoid
confusion.
The homomorphism Fr is called the quantum Frobenius homomorphism.
Remark 4.4. In [L], the algebra Uq #g is deﬁned over QðqÞ and the algebra
U resq #g is deﬁned over Z½q; q1: However, all of the results of [L] referred to
above, remain valid if we replace QðqÞ by CðqÞ and Z½q; q1 by C½q; q1:
The deﬁning relations of the algebra ’U used in [L] are strictly speaking
different from those used here. Namely, the relations between the generators
xþi ; i 2 #I (and xi ; i 2 #I) are described in [L] in terms of a certain bilinear
form (see [L, Sects. 1.2.3, 1.2.4]) instead of the quantum Serre relations that
we use here. However, it is known that the quantum Serre relations are
included into these relations (see [L, Sect. 1.4]), and therefore there is a
surjective homomorphism ’U
res
q #g ! ’U: When q ¼ 1; this homomorphism is
actually an isomorphism by a theorem of Gabber–Kac, and the same is true
for q ¼ 1 by Lusztig [L, Sect. 33.2] (unless #g ¼ bsl2nþ1 which we have
excluded from consideration in this subsection). The homomorphism Fr is
the composition of the homomorphism ’U
res
q #g ! ’U with the Frobenius
homomorphism from [L, Theorem 35.1.9] (when R ¼ Ce). ]
In order to avoid twisted quantum afﬁne algebras, we assume from now
on that l is relatively prime to r_: We will describe the q-characters of twisted
quantum afﬁne algebras and the Frobenius homomorphism involving them
in a separate paper.
Since l is relatively prime to r_; we have: ei ¼ e and li ¼ l for all i 2 #I :
Therefore Ll ¼ l  L and l=l ¼ l=l for l 2 Ll :
Note that en ¼ el2 is equal to 1 if l is odd and s ¼ l; or if l is even, and to
1 if l is odd and s ¼ 2l: Note also that en ¼ ðeÞl : By Proposition 33.2.3
in [L], the algebras ’U
res
1 #g and ’U
res
1 #g are isomorphic if #gabsl2nþ1:
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 we obtain the following
result (see the beginning of Section 2.5 for the deﬁnition of U rese #g-modules of
type 1).
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equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional unital ’U
res
e #g-modules.
Therefore, the quantum Frobenius homomorphism induces a map of
Grothendieck rings
Frn : Rep U rese #g ! Rep U rese #g:
By Lusztig [L, Sect. 35.1.10] this map is a ring homomorphism.
Lemma 4.6. We have Frððxi;rÞðmÞ1lÞ ¼ 0 if m is not divisible by l or if
l =2 Ll : For l 2 Ll ;
Frððxi;rÞðnlÞ1lÞ ¼
ð %xi;rÞðnÞ %1l=l ; l is odd
oðiÞnrð %xi;rÞðnÞ %1l=l ; l is even:
8<:
Proof. We use the fact that the automorphisms Ti; i 2 #I ; commute with
the Frobenius homomorphism (see [L, Sect. 41.1.9]), and so do the
automorphisms s of the Dynkin diagram of #g (see Section 2.2). Hence the
automorphisms T $oi ; i 2 I ; also commute with the Frobenius homomorph-
ism. From this we ﬁnd
Frððxi;rÞðmÞ1lÞ ¼FrðoðiÞmrTr$oi ðxi Þ
ðmÞ1 $ori ðlÞÞ
¼ oðiÞmr %Tr$oi Frððxi Þ
ðmÞ1 $ori ðlÞÞ:
So, it is zero if m is not divisible by l or if l =2 Ll : If m ¼ nl we obtain
Frððxi;rÞðmÞ1lÞ ¼ oðiÞmr %T
r
$oi ð %xi Þ
ðnÞ %1 $ori ðlÞ=l
¼ oðiÞmrþnrð %xi;rÞðnÞ %1l=l :
If l is odd then m and n have the same parity, and all the signs cancel. If l is
even, then m is also even, and we acquire the sign oðiÞnr: ]
4.4. The Case #g ¼ bsl2nþ1
Let now #g ¼ bsl2nþ1: We deﬁne the Frobenius homomorphism Fr :
’U en bsl2nþ1 ! ’U ebsl2nþ1 using the generators ðxi;rÞðmÞ as in Lemma 4.6:
Frððxi;rÞðnlÞ1lÞ ¼
ð %xi;rÞðnÞ %1l=l ; l is odd; l 2 Ll ;
oðiÞnrð %xi;rÞðnÞ %1l=l ; l is even; l 2 Ll
8<:
and Frððxi;rÞðmÞ1lÞ ¼ 0 if m is not divisible by l or l =2 Ll :
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algebras. Moreover, the induced map Frn : Rep U resen #g ! Rep U rese #g is a ring
homomorphism.
Proof. We embed the Dynkin diagram of bsl2nþ1 into the Dynkin
diagram of bsl2nþ2 in such a way that the numbers oðiÞ coincide. By Lemma
4.3, we have the corresponding embeddings ’U
res
e
bsl2nþ1 ! ’U ebsl2nþ2 and
’U en bsl2nþ1 ! ’U en bsl2nþ2: It follows from Lemma 4.6 that the image of
’U
res
e
bsl2nþ1 under the Frobenius homomorphism ’U ebsl2nþ2 ! ’U en bsl2nþ2 is
contained in ’U en bsl2nþ1: Hence we obtain an algebra homomorphism
’U
res
e
bsl2nþ1 ! ’U en bsl2nþ1; given by the above formula. The lemma follows. ]
By a direct computation similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 4.6
we obtain the following formulas for the Frobenius homomorphism in the
case of U rese
bsl2nþ1 in terms of the Drinfeld–Jimbo generators.
Lemma 4.8. Let #g ¼ bsl2n1; then
Frððxi ÞðmÞ1lÞ ¼ ð %xi Þðm=lÞ %1l=l ; m=l 2 Z; l 2 Ll ; i 2 #I ;
Frððxi ÞðmÞ %1lÞ ¼ 0 otherwise:
5. FROBENIUS HOMOMORPHISM AND e-CHARACTERS
5.1. Properties of the Frobenius Homomorphism
Recall the automorphism ta deﬁned by formula (2.3). It gives rise to an
automorphism of ’U
res
e #g in an obvious way. Using Lemma 4.6, we obtain:
Lemma 5.1. We have Fr8ta ¼ tal 8Fr: In particular, Fr 8 te2 ¼ Fr:
Denote by tna the endomorphism of Rep U
res
e #g induced by ta: The next
lemma follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6.
Lemma 5.2. Let J 
 I correspond to a Dynkin subgraph of g and let gJ be
the corresponding Lie algebra. If the functions oðiÞ for diagrams I and J
coincide or l is odd, then the following diagram is commutative:
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Frn 8 %t
n
1 ¼ te 8 Frn and the following diagram is commutative:
The algebras ’U
res
e g; ’U
res
en g and the corresponding Frobenius map are
deﬁned similarly to the afﬁne case. Then the following property follows
immediately from the deﬁnitions in terms of the Drinfeld–Jimbo generators.
Lemma 5.3. The following diagram is commutative:
5.2. The Decomposition Theorem
For a polynomial PðuÞ with constant term 1, deﬁne polynomials with
constant term 1, P0ðuÞ and P1ðuÞ; to be such that PðuÞ ¼ P0ðuÞP1ðuÞ; P0ðuÞ
is not divisible by 1 aul ; for any a 2 C and P1ðuÞ ¼ RðulÞ for some
polynomial R: If P ¼ ðPiðuÞÞi2I ; we write: P0 ¼ ðP0i ðuÞÞi2I and P1 ¼
ðP1i ðuÞÞi2I :
Let V be a U resen #g module. We call the U
res
e #g-module Fr
nðVÞ obtained by
pull-back of V via the quantum Frobenius homomorphism the Frobenius
pull-back of V :
Theorem 5.4. Let VðPÞ be an irreducible U rese #g module with Drinfeld
polynomials P: Then VðPÞ ’ VðP0Þ  VðP1Þ: Moreover VðP1Þ is the
Frobenius pull-back of an irreducible U resen #g-module and VðP0Þ is irreducible
over U fine #g:
Proof. This theorem is proved in [CP4], Theorems 9.1–9.3, in the case
when e is a root of unity of odd order (i.e., s ¼ l and l is odd). The proof
given in [CP4] goes through for other l (under our assumption that l is
relatively prime to r_) with the following changes: Lemma 9.5 of [CP4]
should be replaced by Lemma 4.6 and diagram (49) of [CP4] in the case of
even l should be replaced by the identity Fr8 evb ¼ evðebÞl8Fr (which is
proved in the same way as the commutativity of diagram (49)). Finally, the
proof uses the description of the Drinfeld polynomials of the Frobenius
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determined in Theorem 5.7. ]
Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 2.7 imply:
Corollary 5.5. There is an isomorphism of vector spaces
Rep U rese #g ’ Rep U resen #gRep U fine #g:
The decomposition in Corollary 5.5 is not a decomposition of rings.
However, the Frobenius map Frn : Rep U resen #g ! Rep U rese #g is a ring
homomorphism. Therefore, we have a natural ring structure on the quotient
of Rep U rese #g by its ideal generated by the augmentation ideal of Rep U
res
en #g:
By Corollary 5.5, this quotient is isomorphic to Rep U fine #g as a vector space.
We call the induced multiplication on Rep U fine #g the factorized tensor
product. It would be interesting to extend it to the level of the category of
ﬁnite-dimensional representations of U fine #g:
The statement of Theorem 5.4 remains true in the case when l is relatively
prime to r_: However, in the course of proving it we need to use information
about the Frobenius homomorphism which in that case takes values in the
(modiﬁed) twisted quantum afﬁne algebra. This case will be discussed in a
separate paper.
5.3. The e-Characters of the Frobenius Pull-Backs
Recall the notation
Yi;a :¼
Yl1
j¼0
Yi;ae2j :
Note that because l is relatively prime to r_; and hence by ri; we have:
Yi;a ¼
Ql1
j¼0 Y1;ae2j
i
: The monomial Yi;a corresponds to the polynomial
ð1 alulÞ:
Note that we have a homomorphism wen : Rep U
res
en #g ! Z½ %Y
1
i;a a2C

i2I :
Lemma 5.6. Let V be an irreducible representation of U resen bsl2 with
Drinfeld polynomial %PðuÞ: Then the Drinfeld polynomial of FrnðVÞ is PðuÞ ¼
%PðulÞ; if l is odd, and %Pðoð1ÞulÞ; if l is even.
Moreover, weðFrnðVÞÞ is obtained from wenðVÞ by replacing %Y11;al with Y11;a;
if l is odd, and with Y11;aeyð1Þ ; where yð1Þ ¼ ð1 oð1ÞÞ=2; if l is even.
Proof. Note that if al ¼ bl then ða=bÞl ¼ 1 and Yi;a ¼ Yi;b: Therefore,
the rule described in the theorem is unambiguously deﬁned.
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Frn : Rep U resen
bsl2 ! Rep U rese bsl2;
as well as we and wen ; are ring homomorphisms. Since the ring U
res
en
bsl2 is
generated by the fundamental representation Vo1ðaÞ; it is sufﬁcient to prove
the lemma when V ¼ Vo1ðaÞ:
In this case the Drinfeld polynomial is %PðuÞ ¼ 1 au: Let v be the
highest weight vector in V and FrnðVo1ðaÞÞÞ: By Lemma 5.1 in [CP4], we
obtain
ð1Þmem2þmkmPmv ¼ ðxþ1;0ÞðmÞðx1;1ÞðmÞv:
(Note that Pm in this paper differs from Pm in [CP2] by the factor q
m:) So,
Pmv ¼ 0 unless m is divisible by l:
If m ¼ nl; then for odd l we obtain
ðxþ1;0ÞðmÞðx1;1ÞðmÞv ¼ ð %xþ1;0ÞðnÞð %x1;1ÞðnÞv ¼ ð1Þnðel
2Þn2þn %kn %Pnv:
We have %Pnv ¼ 0; unless n ¼ 1; and %P1v ¼ av: In addition, %kv ¼ el2v;
kv ¼ elv: Hence we ﬁnd: Pm ¼ 0; unless m ¼ l; and Plv ¼ av:
For even l we obtain
ðxþ1;0ÞðmÞðx1;1ÞðmÞv ¼ oð1Þnð %xþ1;0ÞðnÞð %x1;1ÞðnÞv ¼ ð1Þnoð1Þnðel
2Þn2þn %kn %Pnv:
We have %Pnv ¼ 0 unless n ¼ 1; and %P1v ¼ av: Hence we ﬁnd that Pm ¼ 0;
unless m ¼ l; and Plv ¼ oð1Þav:
It remains to determine the e-character of FrnðVo1ðalÞÞ: Consider the
case when l is odd. Since the Drinfeld polynomial of this module is
1 alul ; we ﬁnd that the highest weight monomial is Y1;a: By Proposition
2.5 and Theorem 3.2, the other monomial in it must be obtained by
specialization of a monomial in the q-character of the irreducible Uqbsl2-
module with the highest weight monomial
Ql1
j¼0 Y1;aq2j : Moreover, by
Lemma 3.3, the degree of this monomial must be equal to l: There is only
one monomial of such degree, i.e., the lowest weight monomial, and it is
equal to
Ql1
j¼0 Y
1
1;aq2jþ2 : Therefore, we obtain that the e-character of
FrnðVo1ðalÞÞ is equal to Yi;a þ Y1i;a : On the other hand, we have:
wenðVo1ðalÞÞ ¼ %Y 1;al þ %Y
1
1;al ; cf. Section 5.4, and the second assertion of
the lemma follows for odd l:
If l is even, we obtain by the same argument that the e-character of
FrnðVo1ðalÞÞ is equal to Yi;aeyð1Þ þ Y1i;aeyð1Þ : This proves the second assertion of
the lemma for even l: ]
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backs for general g: Recall that we are under the assumption that l is
relatively prime to r_:
Set yðiÞ ¼ ð1 oðiÞÞ=2:
Theorem 5.7. Let V be an irreducible representation of U resen #g with
Drinfeld polynomials PiðuÞ; i 2 I : Then the ith Drinfeld polynomial of FrnðVÞ
is equal to PiðulÞ; if l is odd, and to PiðoðiÞulÞ if l is even.
Moreover, if l is odd, then weðFrnðVÞÞ is obtained from wenðVÞ by replacing
%Y
1
i;al with Y
1
i;a : If l is even, then weðFrnðVÞÞ is obtained from wenðVÞ by
replacing %Y
1
i;al with Y
1
i;aeyðiÞ :
Proof. Restricting to the subalgebras U resei
bsl2 
 U rese #g and using Lemmas
5.2 and 3.4, we obtain the statement of the theorem from Lemma 5.6. ]
Theorem 5.7 allows us to write down explicit formulas for the e-characters
of Frobenius pull-backs from the en-characters of irreducible U resen #g-modules,
which we now set out to determine.
5.4. The en-Characters of Irreducible U resen #g-Modules
First, we consider the case when en ¼ 1 (i.e., l is odd and s ¼ l; or l is
even). There is a surjective homomorphism U res1 #g ! U #g (where U #g is the
universal enveloping algebra of #g ¼ g½t; t1), which sends the generators
ðxi ÞðnÞ of U res1 #g to the corresponding generators of U #g: In fact, this map
gives rise to an isomorphism between U #g and the quotient of U res1 #g by the
ideal generated by the central elements ðKi  1Þ; i 2 I (see [CP2, Proposition
9.3.10]). Hence the category of ﬁnite-dimensional type 1 U res1 #g-modules is
equivalent to the category of ﬁnite-dimensional #g-modules, on which the
Cartan subalgebra h 
 g 
 #g acts diagonally (we call them weight modules).
The description of irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional representations of #g is as
follows [C, CP1]. Consider the ‘‘evaluation homomorphism’’ fa : #g ¼
g½t; t1 ! g corresponding to evaluating a Laurent polynomial in t at
a point a 2 C: For an irreducible g-module Vl with highest weight l; let
VlðaÞ be its pull-back under fa to an irreducible representation of #g:
Then Vl1ða1Þ      VlnðanÞ is irreducible if aiaaj ; 8iaj; and these are all
irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional representations of #g up to an isomorphism.
Therefore in order to obtain w1ðVÞ for an arbitrary irreducible U resen #g-
module, it sufﬁces to know w1ðVlðaÞÞ: Those is found by explicitly
computing the image of Pi ðuÞ under the evaluation homomorphism. The
answer is the following. Let wðVlÞ be the ordinary character of the g-module
Vl; considered as a polynomial in y
1
i ; i 2 I ; as in Section 3.2.
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with %Y
1
i;a :
Combining this statement with Theorem 5.7, we obtain a complete
description of the e-characters of irreducible Frobenius pull-backs in the
case when en ¼ 1:
Next, consider the case when en ¼ 1 (i.e., s ¼ 2l and l is odd). Introduce
a function c : I ! f1g by the rule: cðiÞacð jÞ; whenever iaj; ðai; ajÞa0;
and minfri; rjg ¼ 1: We ﬁx this function by the requirement that oðiÞ ¼ cðiÞ
if ri ¼ 1:
We say that a monomial m 2 Z½ %Y1i;a i2I ;a2C is supported at a0 2 C if
m 2 Z½ %Y1i;a0cðiÞi2I ;k2Z: Any monomial can be written in a unique way as a
product of monomials supported at some a1; . . . ; ak 2 C; aiaaj:
Lemma 5.9. Let V be an irreducible finite-dimensional U res1 #g-module
(of type 1), such that the highest weight monomial in w1ðVÞ is the
product m1 . . . mk; where mi is a monomial supported at ai 2 C and has
weight li: Assume that all ai are distinct, aiaaj: Then V ’ V1      Vk;
where Vi is an irreducible finite-dimensional U
res
1 #g-module with highest weight
monomial mi:
Moreover, let mi have weight li: Then w1ðViÞ is obtained from the ordinary
character wðVliÞ of the irreducible g-module Vl; by replacing each y1i with
%Y
1
i;acðiÞ:
Proof. According to [L, Proposition 33.2.3], the algebras ’U
res
1 #g and
’U
res
1 #g are isomorphic, if ga#sl2nþ1: Therefore the category of type 1 ﬁnite-
dimensional ’U
res
1 #g-modules is isomorphic to the category of weight #g-
modules. The statement of the lemma is obtained by combining this fact
with Theorem 3.2 and the following result about wq-characters, which
follows from [FM, Corollary 6.4].
Set FðiÞ ¼ ð1þ cðiÞÞ=2: Suppose that V is an irreducible Uq #g-
module, such that the highest weight monomial m in wqðVÞ belongs
to Z½Yi;a0qFðiÞþ2k k2Zi2I : Then all other monomials in wqðVÞ belong to
Z½Y1
i;a0qjðiÞþ2k
k2Zi2I :
In the case of g ¼ sl2nþ1; we use the inclusion U1bsl2nþ1 ! U1bsl2nþ2 and
Lemma 5.9 follows from Lemma 3.4. ]
Combining this lemma with Theorem 5.7, we obtain a complete
description of the e-characters of irreducible Frobenius pull-backs in the
case when en ¼ 1:
These results together with Theorem 5.4 reduce the problem of calculating
the e-characters of irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional representations of U rese #g to
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remain irreducible when restricted to the subalgebra U fine #g:
In particular, we obtain explicit formulas for the e-characters of all
irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional U rese
bsl2-modules (cf. [CP4, Theorem 9.6]). We
conjecture that in the case when s > 2 the e-characters of irreducible
modules can be constructed by applying the algorithm described in [FM,
Sect. 5.5].
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